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The Illinois River is separated from its floodplain by a series of levees constructed and modified over time. 
These levees are subject to overtopping, but the frequency of the critical flood event varies from levee 
system to system and is not generally known. Investigations to consider reconnecting the river and its 
floodplain, building resilient river communities, and potentially diverting floods to agricultural land all 
require information about the land area, land use, structures, and population of each levee protected area. 
The objective of this research is to provide a comprehensive description of the leveed area along the Illinois 
River. 
 
Using the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) National Levee Database (NLD), levee 
systems along the Illinois River were identified based on the availability of highly detailed topographic 
data.  Each levee system was then analyzed in conjunction with the Upper Mississippi River System Flow 
Frequency Study (UMRSFFS) to determine the critical flood event expected to overtop each levee system.   
 
Based on this overtopping analysis, the areas of inundation landward of each levee system were studied 
using flooding depth and demographic and economic analysis to produce a representative summary of the 
risk for each levee system.  Flooding depth grids were produced for each levee system representing the 
extent and depth of inundation expected when a levee system first overtops.  Economic analysis included 
both investigation of average agricultural production per levee system using United States Department of 
Agriculture soil and crop data, and structural risk exposure using the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency Hazus-MH risk analysis software.   
 
The 35 levee systems studied have an annual chance of overtopping ranging from 6.9% to less than 0.2% 
(or 14 to >500 years on average).  The average depth of flooding for a levee system due to overtopping 
ranges from 5.3 feet to 24.1 feet.  Across all levee systems analyzed (206,000 acres), the average depth of 
flooding due to overtopping was 15.4 feet.  This suggests that more than 3.1 million acre-feet of floodplain 
storage is currently disconnected from the Illinois River by the studied levees. 
 
The average gross economic value of crops grown within the levee systems included in this analysis was 
approximately $130 million per year (based on crop years 2010–2012).  Nearly 80% of the land area within 
the levee systems is devoted to the production of corn and soybeans.  The remainder of the land area is 
evenly divided (about 5% each) among developed lands, open water, and pasture/hay. 
 
The population living within the Illinois River levee systems decreased approximately 1% between 2000 
and 2010 to just over 9,500.  More than 90% of the studied population lives within just 3 of the 35 studied 
levee systems.  Although diversity increased slightly between 2000 and 2010, the population remains 
predominately white.  Nearly 60% of the population is aged 18-64 with 26% less than 18 and 14% greater 
than 64. 
 
Hazards analysis using the Federal Emergency Management Agency Hazus-MH utility and overtopping 
projections produces an estimate of total exposure to the General Building Stock (GBS).  These exposure 
estimates range, in terms of full building replacement value, from insignificant for small agricultural levees 
to more than $660 million in developed urban areas.  Expected damages due to overtopping range from 
insignificant to more than $155 million.  The total exposure to the GBS across all studied levee systems 
was more than $1.1 billion.  Damages to the GBS due to overtopping of all levee systems is expected to be 
more than $265 million.  
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Introduction 
 
The Illinois River has been separated from its floodplain by a series of levees constructed and modified 
over time.  A few levee systems have been constructed to protect urban areas or industry from relatively 
infrequent floods, such as the 1% annual chance flood.  Most of the Illinois River levee systems were 
constructed to protect land in the floodplain for agricultural use, although there are many habitable 
structures which would be inundated during flood events if the levees were not present. 
 
Plans for the Illinois River with goals of reconnecting the river and its floodplain, fostering sustainable 
riverside communities, and potentially diverting floods to agricultural land all require information on the 
land area that is in the shadow of the various levee systems. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
defines a levee as “a man-made structure, usually an earthen embankment or concrete floodwall, designed 
and constructed in accordance with sound engineering practices to contain, control, or divert the flow of 
water so as to provide reasonable assurance of excluding temporary flooding from a leveed area.”  A levee 
system is one or more levee segments (levee portions operated and maintained by a single entity) and other 
features such as floodwalls and pump stations, which are interconnected and necessary to ensure exclusion 
of the design flood from the associated leveed area.  Databases exist that provide information about the 
location of the levees; however, information on the frequency of the flood event that could overtop a given 
levee system is not known nor is there information on land and structures that would be inundated when a 
levee system fails. Data regarding the extent of the land area protected by levees (inundation area), the 
likelihood of a flood overtopping each levee system, and the character of the land protected in terms of 
demographics, built environment, and land use will provide basic information for planning.  
 
This study investigates levee systems along the Illinois River, identifying the land area protected by levees. 
The USACE National Levee Database (NLD) (http://nld.usace.army.mil/) contains extensive information 
on levees that are within a USACE program. The majority of major levees along the Illinois River are part 
of the database; however, smaller agricultural and privately owned levees are not.   The exclusion of these 
small levee systems are not expected to significantly impact the overall findings of this report.  Detailed 
top of levee elevation data from this database are used to determine the area landward of these levee systems 
that will be inundated at the point of overtopping during a flood event on the river.  Figure 1 shows the 
locations of the 35 levee systems along the Illinois River included in this study. A more detailed map is 
included in Appendix C.  Each levee system has a unique identification number assigned in the NLD, the 
Flood Control (FC) System ID.  There are 35 levee systems included in the study, extending from the 
confluence of the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers upstream to the confluence of the Des Plaines and 
Kankakee Rivers. 
 
Levees can fail by a number of different mechanisms. In this investigation, however, only overtopping is 
evaluated.  The expected frequency of overtopping was estimated by comparing the elevation of the levee 
with the frequency of the flood event that would exceed the levee height. The USACE Rock Island District 
study of the Illinois River provides flood elevations for various frequency floods along the river.  The 
hydrologic and hydraulic results for the Illinois River are reported in the Upper Mississippi River System 
Flow Frequency Study Final Report, January 2004, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Rock Island District.  
 
Overtopping locations and elevations were used in conjunction with detailed topographic data to identify 
areas, depths, and volumes of inundation events.  Topographic data for the Illinois River Basin are available 










The majority of land area within Illinois River levee systems is used for agricultural production.  Detailed 
estimates of agricultural production at the sub-county level, like those of a levee system protected area, are 
limited, but are an important tool for floodplain managers and land use planners to relate risk recurrence 
with economic impacts within an agrarian setting.  Because of the unique geomorphological development 
of the soils within these levee systems, recognizably within the Illinois River floodplain, the soils, and thus 
the crop production potential of these areas, may deviate from the predominant soil and crop production 
within the broader landscape.  Detailed soil data are available from the United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and yearly estimates of crop types 
are available from the USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) in the form of a Cropland 
Data Layer (CDL).  Research at the University of Illinois provides average crop production estimates for 
each soil type within Illinois for a variety of crops.  Spatial analysis using Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) software was used to calculate detailed estimates of crop production by individual crop types on 
particular soils.  When coupled with USDA NASS average crop values, the market value of crop production 
on land located behind levee systems can be determined. 
 
Although the majority of the levee systems by area are agricultural, emergency response planning must 
consider population density, and the needs can vary according to demographics.  The 2000 and 2010 U.S. 
Census provide detailed population and demographic data which were aggregated using the GIS tools on a 
per-levee system basis for analysis purposes.   
 
Damage to the built environment is another aspect of flood risk assessments.  The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency Hazus-MH (2012) software was used to determine the exposure to flood damages, 
including both a full replacement and depreciated cost model.  Damages are calculated for the General 
Building Stock, which is an aggregate measure of residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, religious, 
government, and educational buildings by census block, using a depth damage function.    
 
Until a flood event overtops a levee system, the area landward of the levee is in a “protected” area. Once 
the flood elevation is higher than the levee, the land area is inundated.  The inundated area is often isolated 
from the river and accumulated water is stored until released by pumping or other outlet.  The land which 
will be inundated upon levee overtopping was determined for each levee system along the Illinois River.  
The expected frequency of the overtopping flood event and the depths of flooding behind the levee were 
calculated.  This information, combined with land use and the built environment data, was used to assess 
the flood risk and potential economic impact of flooding for each levee system.  The results of this report 








Each levee system along the Illinois River, for which data were available, was analyzed to identify the 
location that may expect to experience overtopping most frequently due to flooding events on the Illinois 
River. Levees included in this analysis were identified using the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) 
National Levee Database (NLD) and analyzed where detailed top of levee elevation data were available.  
The USACE Rock Island District used the UNET hydraulic model to compute water surface elevations for 
various recurrence interval flood events on the Illinois River, and the results are reported in the Upper 
Mississippi River System Flow Frequency Study (UMRSFFS) dated January 2004.   Water surface 
elevations at each cross section in the model are tabulated for each flood event analyzed; these tabular data 
were used in the overtopping analysis. 
 
When performing an overtopping analysis, it is not sufficient to simply identify the lowest elevation along 
a levee.  Because the water surface of many rivers, including the Illinois, have a non-trivial slope during 
large flooding events, the most frequently overtopped point may not occur at the lowest elevation point 
along the levee.  This effect is magnified in the case of the Illinois River due to the length of certain levee 
systems, which are as long as 14 river miles.  The difference in water surface elevation between the 
upstream and downstream limits of a levee can be nearly 3 feet for the same recurrence interval flooding 
event.  Figure 2 shows how the lowest elevation (Point A, 1.5% Annual Chance of Exceedance) is not 










In order to identify the location that may expect to experience overtopping most frequently, detailed top of 
levee elevation data from the USACE-NLD was compared to the tabular flood flow frequency profile data 
in the UMRSFFS.  The most representative hydraulic cross section from the model for each elevation point 
along a levee was identified.  For each top of levee point, its elevation was compared to the tabular flood 
flow frequency profile data for the representative hydraulic cross section.  Based on the percent annual 
chance of exceedance (%ACE) event that produced water surface elevations just higher and just lower than 
the top of levee elevation, an equivalent %ACE for the water surface elevation equal to each top of levee 
point was calculated using linear interpolation. 
 %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 = %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 + �(𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖)(%𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 − %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖)(𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 − 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖) � 
 
Where: 
𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 is the elevation of the top of levee at point i 
𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 and 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 are the elevation of the upper and lower bounding water surface elevations of the 
hydraulic cross section identified with the top of levee point i, respectively %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 is the percent annual chance of exceedance of the top of levee at point i %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖 and %𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 are the percent annual chance of exceedance of the upper and lower bounding water 




Levee Protected Area  
 
The land area protected by each levee system was determined by extending the overtopping water surface 
elevation to where it intersected the natural ground.  This inundation area was determined using the best 
available topographic data which included the USACE LiDAR of the Illinois River corridor (2009–2011) 
and the National Elevation Dataset (Gesch, 2007).   
 
Depth Grid Analysis 
 
Flooding depth grids were produced for each levee system along the Illinois River.  The cells within the 
inundated area of the depth grids represent the expected flooding depths associated with the most frequent 
overtopping event.  Depths were determined using the GIS software raster calculations based on water 
surface and land surface raster grids and returned at a 10-foot cell size.  Water surface elevation grids were 
generated from the elevation at the point experiencing overtopping most frequently.  Ground elevation grids 
were generated from the best available topographic data, including the USACE LiDAR of the Illinois River 
corridor (2009–2011) and the National Elevation Dataset (Gesch, 2007).  The difference between the 







The volume of the storage within the inundated area of each levee system was estimated based on the leveed 
area and depth grids.  The average depth of flooding was determined for each levee system using GIS tools.  
These results were then multiplied by the inundation area of the levee system to calculate the maximum 
volume of potential storage at the point of levee overtopping. 
 
Crop Yield Analysis 
 
Crop yields are typically reported at the county or regional level.  Because floodplain soils can differ greatly 
from the predominant soil in a county or region, these aggregated yields are not suitable for evaluating the 
economics of sub-county areas, such as levee protected areas.   
 
In order to approximate the economic value of crops in levee protected areas along the Illinois River, a crop 
yield analysis was performed using the best available data collected during 2010–2012.  The analysis was 
performed at a scale appropriate for evaluating floodplain crop production as a non-homogenous part of the 




The USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service Cropland Data Layer (USDA-NASS CDL) uses satellite 
imagery to provide acreage estimates to the Agricultural Statistics Board for the state’s major commodities 
and to produce digital, crop-specific, categorized geo-referenced output products.  CDL data for crop years 
2010, 2011, and 2012 (USDA, 2010, 2011, 2012) were downloaded in raster format on a county by county 
basis using USDA Cropscape.  Using ArcGIS, the data were then converted to crop type polygons within 




The USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Soil Survey Graphical Database (SSURGO 
2.2) depicts information about the kinds and distribution of soils on the landscape.  This dataset is a digital 
soil survey and generally is the most detailed level of soils geographic data developed by soil scientists at 
the National Cooperative Soil Survey (USDA, 2008).  Data were downloaded as shapefiles on a county-
by-county basis. 
 
ArcGIS was used to create a union between each of the three CDL crop type layers and SSURGO soil type 
layer, which produced polygons of a unique soil type with a particular crop type.  This Crop/Soil dataset 
was then clipped to the extent of the inundated areas landward of each levee system. 
 
Soil Productivity Data 
 
The College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences at the University of Illinois Bulletin 
810: Average Crop, Pasture, and Forestry Ratings for Illinois Soils last revised in 2012 includes a 10-year 
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average yield for each soil type in Illinois under average management for the five major grain crops (corn, 
soybeans, wheat, grain sorghum, and oats) and hay (alfalfa and legume-grass mixture).  This information 




The USDA Crop Values 2012 Summary published in February 2013 includes the average price per unit 
crop within the United States for production years 2010, 2011, and 2012.  These data were averaged over 
the three years of available data and were joined with the crop type spatial data to associate each crop-soil 
subarea with a value per crop unit. 
  
Using the calculated acreage of each crop-soil sub-area, the productivity of each soil for the associated crop 
type, and the three-year average crop prices, sub-area market value were determined for crop years 2010, 
2011, and 2012.  These data were aggregated by levee system to produce estimates of the average crop 




Flood damage analysis was performed using Hazus-MH software developed by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). Hazus-MH uses its own methodology along with geographic information 
system (GIS) tools to develop estimates for economic and structural losses associated with flood, 
earthquake, or hurricane events. The flood model derives these estimates from U.S. Census 2000 data and 
General Building Stock (GBS) built in to Hazus-MH, which consists of data aggregated to the U.S. Census 
2000 block level. 
 
Flood depth grids were developed independent of Hazus-MH to represent the extent and depth of flooding 
caused by the overtopping event for each levee system.  These depth grids were then imported into the 
Hazus-MH flood model, and a level 2 analysis was performed. This analysis generated estimates of various 
economic losses for each levee inundation area.  
 
Hazus-MH calculates direct economic losses in 2006 dollars.  These were converted to 2012 dollars using 
the Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS) information provided in the Consumer Price Index (CPI) (accessed 
February 14, 2014).   
 2012 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 = �2012 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2006 𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶� ∗  (2006 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷) 
Where: 
2012 CPI equals 229.594 
2006 CPI equals 201.6 
Damages are in U.S. Dollars 
 
 
The Flood Loss Estimation Module of Hazus-MH includes two basic building valuation models: a full 
replacement cost model, and a depreciated cost model.  Both models are based on industry standard cost 
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models published by R.S. Means Company (2006).  Only the full replacement cost valuation model was 
used in this analysis. 
 
The GBS used by Hazus-MH to determine damages for census blocks includes residential, commercial, 
industrial, agricultural, religious, government, and education buildings.  Damage is estimated in percentages 
and is weighted by the area of inundation at a given depth for a given census block.  Flooding depths drive 
flooding damages.  It is assumed that the entire composition of the GBS within a census block is evenly 
distributed throughout the block.   
Demographic Analysis 
 
Demographic data are available for the studied areas in the form of the U.S. Census Bureau Data (2002, 
2011) from the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census.  Data were extracted for each census block with land area 
within a studied levee system using area weighting for those census blocks only partially contained within 
a levee system. 
Review of Data and Methodology  
 
Engineering and spatial data were reviewed throughout the project to ensure complete and accurate datasets 
were used for all aspects of the analysis. Alternative and supplementary datasets were used to compare 
values and verify reasonableness of results. 
 
Each top of levee survey point provided in the NLD was compared to nearby survey points within GIS to 
identify any erroneous elevation data that could influence the overtopping recurrence interval.  The most 
frequent overtopping point for each levee system was compared to the next several most frequently 
overtopped points to identify levee low points inconsistent with the typical level of protection afforded by 
a levee system.   
 
Crop data were compared to available ortho-imagery to visually identify areas with false crop returns or 
subject to transient conditions at the time the data were gathered.  Topographic data and depth grids were 
reviewed within GIS to identify terrain processing artifacts as well as areas subject to transient conditions 
at the time the data were collected.  
 
Hazus-MH and Census data were reviewed against available ortho-imagery in census blocks with more 
than 90% of the land area outside the area of inundation.  If no structures were present within the inundated 
areas, the population and damages calculated for these areas were excluded from the results.  Damages and 
population were compared to the built environment in the ortho-imagery to identify areas exhibiting very 
large or very small population and damages when compared to the level of development.  
Results 
 
Levee Overtopping Recurrence Interval 
 
The expected recurrence interval of levee overtopping varied greatly among the levees analyzed in this 
study.  Levees ranged from more than 6.9% annual chance of exceedance (approximately a 14-year event) 
to less than 0.2% annual chance of exceedance (greater than 500-year event).  Table 1 provides the annual 
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exceedance probability and approximate recurrence interval of overtopping for each levee system.  Figure 
3 shows the spatial distribution of the annual exceedance probability by levee system.   
 
Table 1.  Levee Overtopping Recurrence Interval 
FC System 





5105500001 Banner Special L&DD 1.0 % 100 years 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD 0.2 % 465 years 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD 1.9 % 55 years 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD 0.6 % 160 years 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. 0.2 % 435 years 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough 3.6 % 30 years 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District 5.8 % 15 years 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District 1.0 % 100 years 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South 6.9 % 15 years 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD 5.5 % 20 years 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley 0.6 % 175 years 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System <0.2% >500 years 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee 0.8 % 125 years 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD 3.0 % 35 years 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD 1.6 % 60 years 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD 1.2 % 85 years 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool 1.2 % 85 years 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District 4.7 % 20 years 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD 3.8 % 25 years 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD 2.1 % 50 years 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD 1.5 % 65 years 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD 3.0 % 35 years 
5605240001 Keach D&LD 2.1 % 50 years 
5605250001 Little Creek 6.0 % 15 years 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD 1.6 % 65 years 
5605280001 McGee Creek 2.0 % 50 years 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System 6.1 % 15 years 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD 2.1 % 50 years 
5605390001 Scott County 5.3 % 20 years 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD 2.1 % 50 years 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD 2.7 % 35 years 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW 0.7 % 140 years 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms 2.5 % 40 years 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee 4.3 % 25 years 
5605730001 Schafer Levee 2.4 % 40 years 









Land Use Statistics 
 
The majority of the land area within the analyzed levee systems is devoted to agricultural production.  For 
the years analyzed, more than 50% of the land area is in corn production and more than 25% in soybean 
production annually.  Developed lands account for approximately 5% of the total area with similar acreage 
devoted to pasture/grass/hay, woodland, and open water.  Two levee systems, the Greater Peoria Sanitary 
District and the Ottawa Township High School Levee, do not contain agricultural production.  Table 2 
provides details about the typical land use distribution throughout all levee systems.  More detailed 
distributions are provided for each levee system in Appendix A.   
 
Table 2.  Illinois River Levee Land Use Statistics 
Land Use/Crop Type 
Average Annual Acreage 
(From 2010-2012) Percentage of Area 
Alfalfa 75 <0.1% 
Barren 55 <0.1% 
Corn 108,170 53.3% 
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans 380 0.2% 
Deciduous Forest 5,425 2.7% 
Developed/High Intensity 560 0.3% 
Developed/Low Intensity 4,800 2.4% 
Developed/Med Intensity 1,785 0.9% 
Developed/Open Space 4,175 2.1% 
Grassland Herbaceous 815 0.4% 
Herbaceous Wetland 2,510 1.2% 
Open Water 8,530 4.2% 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 445 0.2% 
Pasture/Grass 2,005 1.0% 
Pasture/Hay 7,160 3.5% 
Pop or Orn Corn 85 <0.1% 
Pumpkins 20 <0.1% 
Soybeans 53,865 26.5% 
Winter Wheat 285 0.1% 
Woody Wetland 1,840 0.9% 
*Predominant land use is shown in bold 
 
Crop Value Statistics 
 
The average market value of crops produced in each of the three years analyzed for these levee systems 
was approximately $130 million.  Most levee systems experienced relatively stable production potential 
from 2010 through 2012, which is corroborated by relatively stable land use distributions for any given 
year for most levee systems.  Table 3 provides details about the typical value of crops grown by levee 
system and Figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of those values. 
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Table 3.  Crop Market Value Statistics 
  Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
FC System ID Levee Name 2010 2011 2012 
Three Year 
Average 
5105500001 Banner Special L&DD 246,900 293,500 223,200 254,600 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD 4,793,500 4,882,500 4,790,700 4,822,200 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD 4,312,100 4,255,100 4,332,300 4,299,800 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD 2,130,100 2,197,100 2,149,700 2,158,900 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. 3,600 11,900 9,100 8,200 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough 7,760,900 8,021,700 7,740,900 7,841,200 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District 544,200 634,400 543,300 573,900 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District Not Applicable 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South 783,900 448,800 539,100 590,600 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD 353,100 645,500 270,100 422,900 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley 7,888,800 7,770,400 7,580,500 7,746,600 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System 10,318,600 10,488,400 10,093,000 10,300,000 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee Not Applicable 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD 1,513,400 1,563,500 1,468,700 1,515,200 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD 1,165,800 1,210,900 1,182,800 1,186,500 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD 7,808,700 7,990,200 7,948,600 7,915,800 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool 2,061,000 2,131,200 2,132,200 2,108,100 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District 167,600 1,126,800 193,600 496,000 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD 9,149,900 9,343,500 9,193,000 9,228,800 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD 6,660,700 6,664,500 6,535,900 6,620,400 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD 6,415,700 6,594,900 6,192,600 6,401,100 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD 9,369,800 10,105,400 9,642,800 9,706,000 
5605240001 Keach D&LD 6,277,300 6,572,700 6,038,700 6,296,200 
5605250001 Little Creek 302,700 328,200 455,100 362,000 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD 3,259,500 3,222,600 3,117,900 3,200,000 
5605280001 McGee Creek 9,015,800 8,830,000 9,089,800 8,978,500 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System 3,726,400 4,042,000 3,849,100 3,872,500 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD 7,812,800 8,040,700 7,826,000 7,893,200 
5605390001 Scott County 7,255,400 7,552,900 7,150,500 7,319,600 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD 654,600 640,200 628,700 641,200 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD 2,983,100 3,306,700 3,154,200 3,148,000 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW 3,288,900 3,523,900 3,178,100 3,330,300 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms 516,500 526,400 477,100 506,700 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee 499,500 478,200 504,400 494,000 
5605730001 Schafer Levee 96,300 121,600 118,500 112,100 










Levee Inundated Area Depth and Storage Statistics 
 
Inundation depths within levee systems vary greatly by system.  Frequently overtopped levees may have 
average inundation depths as low as 5.3 feet.  Infrequently overtopped levees may have average inundation 
depths greater than 24.1 feet.  Table 4 includes the average inundation depth of each levee system during 
the most frequent overtopping event. 
 
By their nature, levees disconnect some portion of the natural floodplain from the river during flooding 
events.  Prior to overtopping, the area landward of the levee is not available for conveyance or storage.  
After overtopping, the water may be trapped or stored within the levee system or may escape, such as by 
overtopping lateral (tie back) levees.  The total volume of water that can be stored by the studied levee 
systems is over 3.1 million acre-feet.  It should be understood that at any one point in time 3.1 million acre-
feet of storage will not be disconnected from the river as levees offering only minor levels of protection 
will be overtopped and re-connected to the river long before levees offering higher degrees of protection 
will reach their limit of floodplain storage reduction.  Table 4 includes the maximum storage volume of 
each levee system due to the most frequent overtopping event.  Developing the function relating 





























Table 4.  Levee Inundated Area Depth and Storage 










5105500001 Banner Special L&DD   4,013 15.6  62,760 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD   6,277 24.1 151,470 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD   5,520 15.5  85,510 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD   2,921 20.6  60,170 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist.     926 13.4  12,430 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough  11,786 10.1 119,080 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District     966  5.3   5,110 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District      53 10.3     540 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South   1,179 11.6  13,650 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD   5,629 20.3 114,400 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley  10,506 17.7 185,640 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System  18,718 14.2 266,120 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee      37  8.0     300 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD   2,624 18.3  47,990 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD   1,465 11.8  17,230 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD  13,255 21.5 284,890 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool   3,089 19.2  59,200 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District   2,650 19.6  52,010 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD  12,740 15.2 193,560 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD   9,270 18.0 167,100 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD   9,711 17.9 173,900 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD  13,103 14.7 192,780 
5605240001 Keach D&LD   9,226 14.7 135,440 
5605250001 Little Creek   1,609 13.7  22,070 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD   4,973  8.3  41,270 
5605280001 McGee Creek  12,112 16.6 201,510 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System   6,749  9.3  62,540 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD  10,354 15.2 157,780 
5605390001 Scott County  10,826 13.2 142,740 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD     956 11.4  10,900 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD   4,706 15.1  70,890 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW   7,088  6.2  43,990 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms     597 10.1   6,060 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee     687 12.0   8,240 
5605730001 Schafer Levee     132  6.9     910 







Depth grids were produced for each levee system representing the depth of flooding from the most frequent 
levee overtopping event.  Depths were based on the elevation determined for each levee system during the 
overtopping analysis and mapped using the best available topographic data for each levee system.  The 




Hazus-MH may be run using two levels of analysis.  Level 1 is a default data analysis using data included 
with the Hazus-MH software.  Level 2 is a user-supplied data analysis that requires additional detailed data 
to be provided by the user in order to refine the analysis in certain areas of interest.  For this study, a level 
2 Hazus-MH analysis was performed for each levee system to determine the risk exposure and projected 
damages due to levee system overtopping.  It was determined that the most appropriate economic analysis 
of each levee system should include the Full Replacement Value and the Total Building Loss analyses of 
structures within the area of inundation.   
 
Full replacement value is a measure of the full engineering costs to replace a building and is independent 
of the expected depth of flooding due to levee overtopping.  This is not the appraised value or market value, 
nor does it include the land value.   
 
Total building loss is a measure of the projected damages directly attributable to inundation.  It is a measure 
of the full engineering costs to repair only the damage associated with a flooding event, in this case the 
levee overtopping event.  Total Building Loss is determined using depth damage analysis data within 
Hazus-MH. 
 
Figure 5 shows graphically the cumulative replacement value and cumulative building loss versus the 
annual chance of exceedance.  As would be expected, very large, infrequent events cause exponentially 
more damage and an exponential increase in risk exposure to the built environment.  Table 5 includes the 




















































































% Annual Chance of Exceedance
Cumulative Replacement Value and Cumulative Building Loss 
by Annual Chance of Exceedance




Table 5.  Hazus-MH Exposure and Damage Estimates to Structures within the Area of Inundation 
FC System 




Building Loss  
(Damage)  
(2012USD) 
5105500001 Banner Special L&DD 607,000 231,000 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD 2,671,000 1,246,000 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD 1,958,000 754,000 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD 2,501,000 954,000 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. 120,059,000 34,865,000 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough 9,956,000 2,921,000 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District 225,000 47,000 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District 1,804,000 449,000 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South 189,000 61,000 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD 917,000 386,000 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley 4,156,000 1,706,000 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System 663,968,000 156,657,000 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee 35,273,000 4,349,000 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD 4,396,000 1,310,000 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD 125,000 34,000 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD 58,896,000 24,618,000 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool 22,012,000 5,074,000 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District 1,847,000 798,000 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD 8,888,000 2,567,000 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD 626,000 235,000 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD 1,124,000 407,000 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD 2,706,000 539,000 
5605240001 Keach D&LD 957,000 369,000 
5605250001 Little Creek 1,637,000 622,000 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD 14,572,000 4,472,000 
5605280001 McGee Creek 1,880,000 607,000 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System 4,971,000 1,380,000 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD 5,258,000 1,876,000 
5605390001 Scott County 4,662,000 1,443,000 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD 264,000 92,000 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD 901,000 337,000 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW 123,106,000 17,507,000 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms 0 0 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee 155,000 54,000 
5605730001 Schafer Levee 0 0 
Based on General Building Stock from the 2000 US Census 







The total population within the studied levee systems decreased marginally between 2000 and 2010 with a 
1% overall reduction.  Individual levee systems experienced both increases and decreases in population, 
but only one levee system, Sid Simpson Flood Control System, had a net population change of more than 
250 people.  Nearly 90% of the total population within the study area lived within only three levee systems: 
East Peoria Drainage and Levee District/East Peoria Sanitary District, Sid Simpson Flood Control System, 
and Will Creek South/Coon Run NW.  Table 6 includes a summary of population by levee system from 
both the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census.  Figure 7 shows the spatial distribution of population by levee system.  
Statistics on population by age and gender within each levee system are included in Appendix A.  Figure 6 
shows the cumulative distribution of population expected to be impacted by various recurrence interval 
events. 
 
The diversity of the population living within these levee systems increased between 2000 and 2010.  
Although remaining predominately white, the portion of the population identifying with non-white races 
has increased.  Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the distributions of races across all studied levee systems.  





Figure 6.  Cumulative Population within Overtopped Levee Systems by Annual Chance of Exceedance 
 

















































Population within Area of Inundation by 











Figure 8.  2000 U.S. Census Population Demographics 
  



















2010 US Census Population Demographics
White Black
American Indian / Alaskan Native Asian
Native Hawaiian / Other Pacific Islander Some Other Race
Two or More Races
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Table 6.  Population Statistics 
FC System ID Levee Name 2000 Population 
2010 
Population % Change 
5105500001 Banner Special L&DD 4 2 -50% 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD 60 32 -47% 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD 18 17 -6% 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD 8 16 100% 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. 832 1,047 26% 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough 37 32 -14% 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District 0 2 NA 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District 0 0 NA 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South 0 2 NA 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD 2 5 150% 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley 31 30 -3% 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System 6,853 6,441 -6% 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee 18 69 283% 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD 6 4 -33% 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD 8 2 -75% 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD 324 353 9% 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool 149 136 -9% 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District 10 16 60% 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD 41 75 83% 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD 15 8 -47% 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD 7 10 43% 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD 46 42 -9% 
5605240001 Keach D&LD 17 4 -76% 
5605250001 Little Creek 2 0 -100% 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD 108 113 5% 
5605280001 McGee Creek 12 12 0% 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System 68 68 0% 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD 33 30 -9% 
5605390001 Scott County 35 41 17% 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD 1 2 100% 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD 8 14 75% 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW 885 922 4% 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms 0 0 NA 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee 0 0 NA 
5605730001 Schafer Levee 0 0 NA 






The results of this analysis have been included in a geodatabase to assist future targeted research on the 
impact and risk of the identified levee systems.   The database includes the results of the overtopping 
analysis, the inundation analysis, the crop yield analysis, the demographic analysis, and the Hazus-MH 





Management of the Illinois River system is a multifaceted undertaking that must consider agricultural, 
commercial, and residential economics, flood risk analysis, as well as natural and beneficial floodplain 
functions among the myriad of management dynamics.  Levee systems, by their very nature, exist at this 
nexus where the built and agrarian environment overlay a natural system with its own historic, 
environmental, and economic functions.  Effectively managing the benefits, risks, and equitability of the 
land use decisions within these levee systems requires detailed and comprehensive data on these factors.   
 
Thirty-five levee systems along the Illinois River were evaluated in this study, extending from the 
confluence with the Mississippi River to the confluence of the Des Plaines and Kankakee Rivers.  Only two 
levee systems, the Greater Peoria Sanitary District and the Ottawa Township High School Levee do not 
contain agricultural production.  More than 90% of the studied population lives within just 3 of the 35 
studied levee system: East Peoria Drainage and Levee District/East Peoria Sanitary District, Sid Simpson 
Flood Control System, and Will Creek South/Coon Run NW.  The three largest protected systems by area 
are the Sid Simpson Flood Control System (at Beardstown, IL), the Spring Lake Drainage and Levee 
District (near Pekin, IL), and the Hillview Drainage and Levee District (along the Scott and Greene County 
boundary).  The largest average market crop values were found in areas protected by the Sid Simpson Flood 
Control System, the Hillview Drainage and Levee District, and the Big Swan Drainage and Levee District 
(in Scott County, IL).   
 
This report is intended to assist planners and managers of the Illinois River system by providing data for 
each levee system on the level of flood risk, the value and distribution of crop production, the full 
replacement value and damage of flooding to the built environment within levee inundation areas, and 
demographic characteristics. 
 
This analysis includes only one levee failure mechanism, namely, overtopping.  Because leveed areas can 
experience flooding by a number of mechanisms, such as levee breaching, levee piping, equipment 
malfunctions, anthropogenic factors, and interior drainage flooding, or can experience flooding from 
another flooding source such as a tributary to the Illinois River, the true risk exposure could be greater than 
that determined in this analysis.  Assessment of mitigating factors such as artificial/non-overtopping levee 
failure, the effect of installed levee dewatering devices, and the duration of flooding were beyond the scope 
of this analysis and therefore not considered.   
 
This analysis does not consider the geotechnical and structural soundness of the levee systems, nor does it 
consider the full range of possible levee failure mechanisms; thus it should not be considered justification 
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Appendix A: Leveed Area Summary Data 
5105500001 Banner Special L&DD Summary Data 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD Summary Data 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD Summary Data 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD Summary Data 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. Summary Data 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough Summary Data 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District Summary Data 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District Summary Data 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South Summary Data 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD Summary Data 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley Summary Data 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System Summary Data 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee Summary Data 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD Summary Data 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD Summary Data 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD Summary Data 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool Summary Data 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District Summary Data 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD Summary Data 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD Summary Data 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD Summary Data 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD Summary Data 
5605240001 Keach D&LD Summary Data 
5605250001 Little Creek Summary Data 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD Summary Data 
5605280001 McGee Creek Summary Data 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System Summary Data 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD Summary Data 
5605390001 Scott County Summary Data 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD Summary Data 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD Summary Data 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW Summary Data 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms Summary Data 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee Summary Data 
5605730001 Schafer Levee Summary Data
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5105500001 Banner Special L&DD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 1%  (Approximately  100   year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 4,013  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 15.6  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 29.9  feet 
Volume of Inundation 62,760  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
 Average 
246,900 293,500 223,200  254,600 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 6.9 1.9 4.9 
Soybeans 0.2 5.1 1.7 
Alfalfa 0.0 2.4 0.0 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.6 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 2.1 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 33.5 36.6 34.5 
Developed/Open Space 2.8 2.7 2.6 
Developed/Low Intensity 3.1 3.4 3.3 
Developed/Med Intensity 1.7 1.7 1.7 
Deciduous Forest 30.0 25.4 25.9 
Grassland Herbacious 0.4 5.9 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 10.4 0.0 12.6 
Woody Wetland 6.7 10.0 10.5 
    
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 231,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 607,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 4 2 2 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 2 1 1 Total 4 2 2 
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5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 0.2%  (Approximately  465   year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 6,277  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 24.1  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 33.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 151,470  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 69.1 70.5 67.2 
Soybeans 20.3 19.2 22.4 
Developed/Open Space 2.2 2.4 1.7 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.8 2.8 2.8 
Developed/Med Intensity 1.3 1.3 1.4 
Pasture/Hay 2.6 0.0 2.9 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,246,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 2,671,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 96.7% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 3.3% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 6 3 3 <18 21 9 12 
16-65 24 13 11 18-64 35 16 19 
>65 2 1 1 >64 4 4 0 
Total 32 17 15 Total 60 29 31 
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5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.9%  (Approximately  55   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 5,520  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 15.5  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 29.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 85,510  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 72.3 66.0 71.3 
Soybeans 18.9 25.7 19.9 
Developed/Open Space 1.2 1.6 1.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.8 2.0 2.0 
Deciduous Forest 2.3 1.9 1.9 
Pasture/Hay 2.1 0.0 2.1 
    
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 754,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,958,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 83.3% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 16.7% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 5 2 3 <18 4 3 1 
16-65 12 6 6 18-64 10 5 5 
>65 0 0 0 >64 4 2 2 
Total 17 8 9 Total 18 10 8 
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5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
0.6%  (Approximately  160   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 2,921  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 20.6  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 31.6  feet 
Volume of Inundation 60,170  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
2,130,100 2,197,100 2,149,700  2,158,900 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 54.8 59.9 54.9 
Soybeans 38.4 34.5 39.1 
Developed/Open Space 2.3 2.4 1.8 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.0 1.1 1.1 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 954,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 2,501,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 4 2 2 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 9 5 4 18-64 6 2 4 
>65 3 1 2 >64 2 0 2 
Total 16 8 8 Total 8 2 6 
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5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
0.2%  (Approximately  435   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 926  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 13.4  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 33.1  feet 
Volume of Inundation 12,430  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
 Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Pasture/Grass 1.4 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 3.0 3.0 3.3 
Developed/Open Space 19.4 4.8 4.8 
Developed/Low Intensity 14.4 18.5 18.7 
Developed/Med Intensity 12.8 22.8 22.7 
Developed/High Intensity 19.3 46.3 46.1 
Barren 17.4 0.0 0.0 
Deciduous Forest 2.8 1.7 1.7 
Grassland Herbacious 2.2 2.2 0.3 
Pasture/Hay 6.2 0.0 1.3 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 34,865,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 120,059,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 92.9% White 92.8% 
Black 0.1% Black 1.8% 
Native American 0.6% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.4% 
Asian 0.5% Asian 0.5% 
Hispanic 3.8% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 4.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.6% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 18 8 10 <18 4 2 2 
16-65 45 21 24 18-64 12 6 6 
>65 6 2 4 >64 2 1 1 
Total 69 31 38 Total 18 9 9 
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5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
3.6%  (Approximately  30   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 11,786  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 10.1  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 19.6  feet 
Volume of Inundation 119,080  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 61.6 63.7 59.9 
Soybeans 14.1 12.7 14.0 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.1 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 3.9 0.0 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 1.5 1.4 1.3 
Developed/Low Intensity 0.9 0.9 0.9 
Deciduous Forest 7.1 8.1 8.1 
Grassland Herbacious 0.1 1.5 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 3.2 0.0 8.3 
Woody Wetland 5.7 4.7 4.7 
Herbacious Wetland 0.4 3.6 1.4 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 2,921,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 9,956,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 96.9% White 97.3% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 3.1% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 2.7% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 6 1 5 <18 11 7 4 
16-65 24 11 13 18-64 18 8 10 
>65 2 1 1 >64 8 3 5 
Total 32 13 19 Total 37 18 19 
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5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
5.8%  (Approximately  15   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 966  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 5.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 12  feet 
Volume of Inundation 5,110  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 55.8 54.6 46.4 
Soybeans 2.4 12.1 15.3 
Alfalfa 0.0 2.3 0.0 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 3.7 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 12.2 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 0.3 2.4 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 2.8 2.6 2.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.9 2.1 1.9 
Deciduous Forest 6.5 6.9 7.4 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 6.7 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 13.9 0.0 25.2 
Woody Wetland 3.0 2.4 0.3 
Herbacious Wetland 0.1 3.2 0.1 
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 47,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 225,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White NA 
Black 0.0% Black NA 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian 0.0% Asian NA 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 2 1 1 Total 0 0 0 
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5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1%  (Approximately  100   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 53  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 10.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 24.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 540  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 
                                    Not Applicable 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Open Water 30.6 27.9 27.9 
Developed/Open Space 3.2 4.3 4.8 
Developed/Low Intensity 8.8 12.6 12.2 
Developed/Med Intensity 32.9 33.6 32.4 
Developed/High Intensity 15.6 16.1 17.3 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 449,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,804,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White NA White NA 
Black NA Black NA 
Native American NA American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian NA Asian NA 
Hispanic NA Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 0 0 0 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 Total 0 0 0 
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5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South Summary Data 
  
Annual Exceedance Probability 
6.9%  (Approximately  15   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 1,179  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 11.6  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 19.1  feet 
Volume of Inundation 13,650  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 71.0 29.8 31.5 
Soybeans 0.6 9.6 21.2 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.5 5.4 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 12.7 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 2.8 17.4 16.7 
Developed/Open Space 1.3 1.3 1.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 0.9 0.7 0.7 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.5 0.6 0.6 
Deciduous Forest 0.9 0.9 1.2 
Grassland Herbacious 0.2 3.4 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 5.1 0.0 18.0 
Herbacious Wetland 1.9 27.5 7.1 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 61,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 189,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White NA 
Black 0.0% Black NA 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian 0.0% Asian NA 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 2 1 1 Total 0 0 0 
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5105590410 Thompson D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
5.5%  (Approximately  20   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 5,629  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 20.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 33.6  feet 
Volume of Inundation 114,400  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 6.0 5.2 3.6 
Soybeans 1.0 8.3 2.1 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.1 2.3 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 3.7 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 65.2 49.7 66.4 
Developed/Open Space 2.3 2.3 2.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.8 2.0 2.1 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.6 0.7 0.6 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 2.5 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 4.9 0.0 11.3 
Herbacious Wetland 13.2 25.2 10.2 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 386,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 917,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 3 2 1 18-64 2 1 1 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 5 3 2 Total 2 1 1 
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5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
0.6%  (Approximately  175   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 10,506  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 17.7  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 30.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 185,640  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 63.1 57.3 52.4 
Soybeans 29.8 36.2 40.8 
Open Water 1.1 1.2 1.3 
Developed/Open Space 1.3 1.4 1.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Pasture/Hay 1.0 0.0 1.1 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,706,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 4,156,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 4 3 1 <18 10 7 3 
16-65 21 11 10 18-64 16 9 7 
>65 5 3 2 >64 5 3 2 
Total 30 17 13 Total 31 19 12 
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5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
<0.2%  (Greater than 500 
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 18,718  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 14.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 36.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 266,120  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
10,318,600 10,488,400 10,093,000  10,300,000 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 58.6 53.9 55.0 
Soybeans 13.4 20.6 15.1 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.0 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 3.0 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 1.5 1.4 1.3 
Developed/Open Space 2.3 3.1 2.7 
Developed/Low Intensity 4.5 4.8 4.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 3.9 4.1 4.0 
Developed/High Intensity 0.8 0.8 0.8 
Deciduous Forest 4.8 4.3 4.7 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 1.8 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 4.8 0.0 9.0 
Woody Wetland 0.6 1.1 0.6 
 
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 156,657,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 663,968,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 82.8% White 75.8% 
Black 0.4% Black 5.5% 
Native American 0.2% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.4% 
Asian 0.3% Asian 0.4% 
Hispanic 16.6% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 1.9% 
    Some Other Race 15.8% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 1447 784 663 <18 1858 951 907 
16-65 4073 2140 1933 18-64 4054 2131 1923 
>65 921 366 555 >64 941 381 560 
Total 6441 3290 3151 Total 6853 3463 3390 
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5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
0.8%  (Approximately  125   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 37  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 8  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 13.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 300  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 4,349,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 35,273,000 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
 Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Developed/Open Space 12.3 17.3 16.3 
Developed/Low Intensity 31.6 30.1 31.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 33.9 37.0 33.8 
Developed/High Intensity 13.2 10.8 13.2 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 92.8% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 5.8% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. Female Pop. 
<16 18 8 10 <18 4 2 2 
16-65 45 21 24 18-64 12 6 6 
>65 6 2 4 >64 2 1 1 
Total 69 31 38 Total 18 9 9 
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5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
3%  (Approximately  35   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 2,624  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 18.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 29  feet 
Volume of Inundation 47,990  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 





Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,310,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 4,396,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 75.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 25.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 1 0 1 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 3 1 2 
>65 0 0 0 >64 2 1 1 
Total 4 2 2 Total 6 2 4 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 42.4 43.6 37.8 
Soybeans 29.8 29.5 32.3 
Open Water 3.4 3.5 3.0 
Developed/Open Space 3.5 2.7 2.1 
Developed/Low Intensity 3.5 5.2 5.3 
Developed/Med Intensity 2.0 2.9 3.3 
Developed/High Intensity 0.2 0.5 0.4 
Deciduous Forest 8.1 7.6 7.2 
Grassland Herbacious 0.2 2.6 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 5.0 0.0 5.3 
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5105860001 Seahorn D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.6%  (Approximately  60  
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 1,465  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 11.8  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 23.1  feet 
Volume of Inundation 17,230  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 56.0 65.4 57.9 
Soybeans 37.9 28.4 36.6 
Developed/Open Space 2.9 3.5 2.6 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.1 1.1 1.0 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 34,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 125,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 25.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 75.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 4 1 3 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 4 2 2 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 2 1 1 Total 8 3 5 
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5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.2%  (Approximately  85   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 13,255  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 21.5  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 31.4  feet 
Volume of Inundation 284,890  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 24,618,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 58,896,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 98.9% White 99.4% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.3% 
Native American 0.3% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.6% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.3% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 69 36 33 <18 44 20 24 
16-65 249 130 119 18-64 209 110 99 
>65 35 18 17 >64 71 41 30 
Total 353 184 169 Total 324 171 153 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 46.0 44.9 44.5 
Soybeans 31.1 33.8 32.8 
Pasture/Grass 1.6 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 8.8 9.3 8.8 
Developed/Open Space 2.4 2.3 2.0 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.6 1.9 1.8 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.4 0.5 0.5 
Developed/High Intensity 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Deciduous Forest 1.8 1.7 1.6 
Grassland Herbacious 0.1 1.2 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 2.1 0.0 3.5 
Woody Wetland 1.0 1.1 1.1 




5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.2%  (Approximately  85   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 3,089  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 19.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 34.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 59,200  acre-feet 
 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 47.8 54.0 53.4 
Soybeans 37.5 31.5 30.8 
Open Water 1.2 1.3 1.2 
Developed/Open Space 1.4 2.5 2.6 
Developed/Low Intensity 3.0 3.4 3.5 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.3 0.5 0.4 
Deciduous Forest 3.7 3.5 3.7 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 5,074,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 22,012,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 99.3% White 97.3% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.7% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.7% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.7% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 69 36 33 <18 44 20 24 
16-65 249 130 119 18-64 209 110 99 
>65 35 18 17 >64 71 41 30 
Total 353 184 169 Total 324 171 153 
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5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
4.7%  (Approximately  20   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 2,650  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 19.6  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 33.1  feet 
Volume of Inundation 52,010  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 6.2 32.0 4.1 
Pasture/Grass 66.4 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 12.5 38.7 44.1 
Developed/Open Space 1.7 1.5 1.5 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.6 2.7 2.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 1.3 1.7 1.5 
Developed/High Intensity 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Deciduous Forest 2.5 2.2 2.4 
Grassland Herbacious 0.4 18.3 2.7 
Pasture/Hay 4.3 0.0 38.3 
Herbacious Wetland 0.9 1.1 0.3 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 798,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,847,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 1 0 1 
16-65 12 6 6 18-64 7 4 3 
>65 2 1 1 >64 2 1 1 
Total 16 8 8 Total 10 5 5 
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5605010001 Big Swan D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
3.8%  (Approximately  25   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 12,740  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 15.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 28.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 193,560  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 55.2 59.2 56.5 
Soybeans 38.4 35.0 36.4 
Developed/Open Space 1.0 1.4 1.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.4 2.4 2.5 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.5 0.6 0.6 
Pasture/Hay 1.5 0.0 1.7 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 2,567,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 8,888,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 97.3% White 100.0% 
Black 1.3% Black 0.0% 
Native American 1.3% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 14 7 7 <18 10 5 5 
16-65 47 23 24 18-64 27 15 12 
>65 14 5 9 >64 4 3 1 
Total 75 35 40 Total 41 23 18 
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5605140001 Eldred D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.1%  (Approximately  50  
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 9,270  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 18  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 25.9  feet 
Volume of Inundation 167,100  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 55.3 52.6 50.9 
Soybeans 37.4 39.5 41.3 
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans 0.0 1.6 0.0 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.0 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 2.1 2.8 2.3 
Developed/Low Intensity 0.7 0.8 0.7 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Pasture/Hay 3.3 0.0 3.6 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 235,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 626,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    28.6% 0.0% 
    0.0% 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 1 1 0 
16-65 6 3 3 18-64 12 7 5 
>65 0 0 0 >64 2 1 1 
Total 8 4 4 Total 15 9 6 
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5605200001 Hartwell D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.5%  (Approximately  65   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 9,711  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 17.9  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 27.6  feet 
Volume of Inundation 173,900  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 47.8 49.4 38.9 
Soybeans 39.3 34.9 46.4 
Winter Wheat 0.0 3.8 1.5 
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans 0.0 2.0 0.8 
Developed/Open Space 2.5 3.1 2.8 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.0 1.1 1.1 
Deciduous Forest 2.0 2.4 2.5 
Pasture/Hay 4.9 0.0 4.5 
Woody Wetland 1.5 0.9 0.8 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 407,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,124,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 71.4% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    28.6% 28.6% 
    0.0% 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 10 5 5 18-64 6 3 3 
>65 0 0 0 >64 1 1 0 
Total 10 5 5 Total 7 4 3 
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5605210001 Hillview D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
3%  (Approximately  35   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 13,103  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 14.7  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 27.1  feet 
Volume of Inundation 192,780  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
9,369,800 10,105,400 9,642,800  9,706,000 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 55.2 70.6 59.5 
Soybeans 38.6 22.9 33.3 
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans 0.1 1.6 1.6 
Developed/Open Space 1.9 2.2 2.0 
Developed/Low Intensity 0.8 0.9 0.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.1 0.2 0.1 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 539,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 2,706,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 97.6% White 84.8% 
Black 0.0% Black 4.3% 
Native American 2.4% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 2.2% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 4.3% 
    Some Other Race 2.2% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 12 6 6 <18 19 11 8 
16-65 26 13 13 18-64 27 16 11 
>65 4 0 4 >64 0 0 0 
Total 42 19 23 Total 46 27 19 
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5605240001 Keach D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.1%  (Approximately  50   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 9,226  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 14.7  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 27.4  feet 
Volume of Inundation 135,440  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 56.6 61.4 48.3 
Soybeans 32.0 29.8 39.6 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.2 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 1.3 0.0 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 1.6 1.9 1.8 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.1 1.1 1.1 
Pasture/Hay 5.5 0.0 7.2 
Herbacious Wetland 0.1 1.8 0.2 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 369,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 957,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 94.1% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    28.6% 5.9% 
    0.0% 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 7 5 2 
16-65 4 2 2 18-64 9 5 4 
>65 0 0 0 >64 1 1 0 
Total 4 2 2 Total 17 11 6 
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5605250001 Little Creek Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
6%  (Approximately  15   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 1,609  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 13.7  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 19.4  feet 
Volume of Inundation 22,070  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 16.3 10.4 16.2 
Soybeans 4.9 13.5 13.3 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.5 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 15.8 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 25.6 34.3 16.1 
Developed/Open Space 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.8 1.7 1.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.2 0.3 0.1 
Deciduous Forest 5.7 4.5 12.2 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 1.8 0.2 
Pasture/Hay 6.8 0.0 12.4 
Woody Wetland 12.0 13.5 5.7 
Herbacious Wetland 9.4 16.4 20.6 
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 622,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,637,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White NA White 100.0% 
Black NA Black 0.0% 
Native American NA American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian NA Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic NA Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 0 0 0 18-64 1 1 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 1 0 1 
Total 0 0 0 Total 2 1 1 
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5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
1.6%  (Approximately  65   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 4,973  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 8.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 22.7  feet 
Volume of Inundation 41,270  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
3,259,500 3,222,600 3,117,900  3,200,000 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 65.8 58.0 54.9 
Soybeans 13.2 19.8 20.4 
Winter Wheat 0.0 1.4 0.5 
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans 0.0 1.3 1.8 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.1 1.5 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 3.9 0.0 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 1.5 2.6 2.6 
Developed/Low Intensity 3.3 4.0 4.0 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.3 0.6 0.6 
Developed/High Intensity 0.0 0.1 0.1 
Deciduous Forest 2.0 1.5 1.8 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 1.5 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 6.6 0.0 10.7 
Herbacious Wetland 1.3 4.6 0.4 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 4,472,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 14,572,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 98.2% White 96.3% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 3.7% 
Hispanic 2.7% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.9% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 25 14 11 <18 20 14 6 
16-65 77 39 38 18-64 74 36 38 
>65 11 3 8 >64 14 10 4 
Total 113 56 57 Total 108 60 48 
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5605280001 McGee Creek Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2%  (Approximately  50   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 12,112  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 16.6  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 32.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 201,510  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
9,015,800 8,830,000 9,089,800  8,978,500 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 69.3 60.3 68.3 
Soybeans 20.7 30.3 22.1 
Developed/Open Space 1.3 1.6 1.0 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.5 2.6 2.7 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.6 0.6 0.5 
Deciduous Forest 1.5 1.5 1.8 
Pasture/Hay 2.7 0.0 2.8 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 607,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 1,880,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 91.7% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 8.3% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 2 0 2 
16-65 9 5 4 18-64 8 4 4 
>65 1 0 1 >64 2 1 1 
Total 12 6 6 Total 12 5 7 
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5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
6.1%  (Approximately  15  
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 6,749  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 9.3  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 23.5  feet 
Volume of Inundation 62,540  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
3,726,400 4,042,000 3,849,100  3,872,500 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 51.9 53.5 51.7 
Soybeans 14.6 17.6 13.1 
Winter Wheat 0.1 1.1 0.3 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.1 2.4 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 11.6 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 1.9 1.5 0.5 
Developed/Open Space 1.8 2.4 1.9 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.9 2.9 2.9 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Deciduous Forest 3.4 3.5 5.4 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 2.3 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 5.1 0.0 18.7 
Woody Wetland 2.5 2.6 0.7 
Herbacious Wetland 2.9 7.9 2.6 
 
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,380,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 4,971,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 95.6% White 91.2% 
Black 4.4% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 7.4% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 13 7 6 <18 15 9 6 
16-65 43 22 21 18-64 43 22 21 
>65 12 6 6 >64 10 5 5 
Total 68 35 33 Total 68 36 32 
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5605340001 Nutwood D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.1%  (Approximately  50   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 10,354  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 15.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 25.7  feet 
Volume of Inundation 157,780  acre-feet 
 
   
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,876,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 5,258,000 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
7,812,800 8,040,700 7,826,000  7,893,200 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    28.6% 0.0% 
    0.0% 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 5 2 3 <18 9 6 3 
16-65 23 12 11 18-64 23 13 10 
>65 2 1 1 >64 1 0 1 
Total 30 15 15 Total 33 19 14 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 59.6 64.4 60.9 
Soybeans 31.9 27.3 29.3 
Developed/Open Space 2.5 3.3 3.1 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.1 1.2 1.1 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.2 0.2 0.3 
Pasture/Hay 2.7 0.0 3.0 
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5605390001 Scott County Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
5.3%  (Approximately  20   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 10,826  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 13.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 28.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 142,740  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 51.5 54.9 44.5 
Soybeans 34.7 31.7 40.4 
Pasture/Grass 1.2 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 0.7 1.0 0.6 
Developed/Open Space 1.1 1.7 1.5 
Developed/Low Intensity 2.4 2.4 2.4 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.3 0.4 0.4 
Deciduous Forest 1.6 1.5 1.5 
Pasture/Hay 5.0 0.0 6.2 
Herbacious Wetland 0.1 1.2 0.3 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 1,443,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 4,662,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 91.4% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    2 or more races 8.6% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 7 4 3 <18 3 2 1 
16-65 28 14 14 18-64 28 17 11 
>65 6 3 3 >64 4 3 1 
Total 41 21 20 Total 35 22 13 
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5605400001 Spankey D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.1%  (Approximately  50  
year recurrence interval)* 
Area Landward of Levee 956  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 11.4  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 22.2  feet 
Volume of Inundation 10,900  acre-feet 
*Due to the overtopping of Eldred D&LD 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 





% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 60.7 48.6 54.9 
Soybeans 27.3 42.3 31.7 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.3 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 2.0 2.5 2.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 1.9 1.7 1.7 
Deciduous Forest 1.5 1.3 1.4 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 92,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 264,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 
0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 
0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 2 1 1 18-64 1 1 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 2 1 1 Total 1 1 0 
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5605440001 Valley City D&LD Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.7%  (Approximately  35   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 4,706  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 15.1  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 27.4  feet 
Volume of Inundation 70,890  acre-feet 
  
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
2,983,100 3,306,700 3,154,200  3,148,000 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 47.6 60.1 52.2 
Soybeans 32.8 24.6 31.5 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.0 1.2 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 1.9 0.0 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 1.2 1.3 1.2 
Developed/Low Intensity 3.0 3.1 3.0 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Deciduous Forest 4.8 4.7 5.1 
Pasture/Hay 5.9 0.0 4.7 
Woody Wetland 1.7 1.7 1.3 
Herbacious Wetland 0.1 1.2 0.2 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 337,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 901,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 100.0% White 100.0% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.0% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.0% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.0% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.0% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 2 1 1 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 10 5 5 18-64 6 3 3 
>65 2 0 2 >64 2 1 1 
Total 14 6 8 Total 8 4 4 
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5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
0.7%  (Approximately  140   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 7,088  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 6.2  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 26.4  feet 
Volume of Inundation 43,990  acre-feet 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
3,288,900 3,523,900 3,178,100  3,330,300 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 47.0 36.4 30.8 
Soybeans 10.5 27.2 23.2 
Alfalfa 0.1 1.4 0.0 
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa 0.1 2.0 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 12.0 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 2.7 2.6 4.5 
Developed/Open Space 1.7 2.7 2.5 
Developed/Low Intensity 5.3 5.7 5.6 
Developed/Med Intensity 2.0 2.2 2.2 
Developed/High Intensity 0.5 0.5 0.4 
Deciduous Forest 6.0 5.9 6.5 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 3.6 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 8.6 0.0 20.4 
Woody Wetland 1.5 1.9 1.2 
Herbacious Wetland 1.4 4.8 1.0 
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 17,507,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 123,106,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White 99.8% White 98.5% 
Black 0.0% Black 0.3% 
Native American 0.0% American Indian/ Alaskan Native 0.1% 
Asian 0.0% Asian 0.1% 
Hispanic 0.0% Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander 0.0% 
    2 or more races 0.5% 
    Some Other Race 0.0% 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 199 104 95 <18 230 114 116 
16-65 564 281 283 18-64 527 274 253 
>65 159 75 84 >64 128 61 67 
Total 922 460 462 Total 885 449 436 
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5605700001 Bluffdale Farms Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.5%  (Approximately  40   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 597  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 10.1  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 21.7  feet 
Volume of Inundation 6,060  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year  
Average 




% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 93.7 94.1 68.4 
Soybeans 0.2 2.1 24.1 
Developed/Open Space 1.8 1.8 1.9 
Pasture/Hay 2.7 0.0 4.3 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 0* 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 0* 
*No structures identified within Hazus  
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White NA White NA 
Black NA Black NA 
Native American NA American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian NA Asian NA 
Hispanic NA Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 0 0 0 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 Total 0 0 0 
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5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
4.3%  (Approximately  25   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 687  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 12  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 21.3  feet 
Volume of Inundation 8,240  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 
499,500 478,200 504,400  494,000 
 
 
% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 80.5 62.0 75.5 
Soybeans 1.1 21.1 5.9 
Winter Wheat 0.0 1.9 0.0 
Pasture/Grass 5.2 0.0 0.0 
Open Water 1.9 0.5 0.0 
Developed/Open Space 0.1 0.6 0.7 
Developed/Low Intensity 0.0 0.7 0.7 
Developed/Med Intensity 0.0 0.8 0.8 
Deciduous Forest 1.1 1.0 1.2 
Grassland Herbacious 0.0 1.7 0.0 
Pasture/Hay 5.4 0.0 13.1 
Herbacious Wetland 2.9 5.8 0.6 
  
Hazus-MH Analysis 
Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 54,000 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 155,000 
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White NA White NA 
Black NA Black NA 
Native American NA American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian NA Asian NA 
Hispanic NA Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 0 0 0 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 Total 0 0 0 
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5605730001 Schafer Levee Summary Data 
 
Annual Exceedance Probability 
2.4%  (Approximately  40   
year recurrence interval) 
Area Landward of Levee 132  acres 
Average Flooding Depth 6.9  feet 
Maximum Flooding Depth 15.6  feet 
Volume of Inundation 910  acre-feet 
 
Estimated Crop Value (USD) 
2010 2011 2012   
Three Year 
Average 





% of Levee Inundated Area 
by Year 
Land Use/Crop Type 2010 2011 2012 
Corn 43.0 95.1 92.6 
Soybeans 48.4 0.0 0.0 




Building Loss (Damage) (2012USD) 0* 
Full Replacement Value (2012 USD) 0* 
*No structures identified within Hazus  
Census 2000 Census 2010 
White NA White NA 
Black NA Black NA 
Native American NA American Indian/ Alaskan Native NA 
Asian NA Asian NA 
Hispanic NA Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander NA 
    2 or more races NA 
    Some Other Race NA 







Pop.   
Total Pop. Male Pop. 
Female 
Pop. 
<16 0 0 0 <18 0 0 0 
16-65 0 0 0 18-64 0 0 0 
>65 0 0 0 >64 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 Total 0 0 0 
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Appendix B: Database Field Descriptions 
  
Field Field Description 
FC_System NLD Levee (Flood Control) System ID Number 
Acre Areal extent of inundation area (acre) 
Sq_Mi Areal extent of inundation area (mi2) 
Elevation UMRFFS Elevation at which levee overtops (feet NAVD88) 
XS_Station UMRFFS Station nearest levee overtopping  
PCT_FREQ Percent annual chance of levee overtopping based on the 
UMRFFS water surface elevation and NLD top of levee 
elevations 
YR_FREQ Recurrence interval (in years) of levee overtopping based on 
the UMRFFS water surface elevation and NLD top of levee 
elevations 
DMin Minimum depth of flooding within inundation area (feet) 
DMax Maximum depth of flooding within inundation area (feet) 
Dmean Average depth of flooding within inundation area (feet) 
SYSTEM_NM NLD Levee System Name 
CROPS_2010 Estimate of the crop production in 2010 reported in USD 
based on soil type, land use, average productivity of Illinois 
soils, and three year average crop values 
CROPS_2011  Estimate of the crop production in 2011 reported in USD 
based on soil type, land use, average productivity of Illinois 
soils, and three year average crop values 
CROPS_2012  Estimate of the crop production in 2012 reported in USD 
based on soil type, land use, average productivity of Illinois 
soils, and three year average crop values 
Sum_TotalPopulationModified2010 2010 Census total population within levee system 
Sum_MalePop2010_Modified 2010 Census total male population within levee system 
Sum_MalePop2010_LessThen18_Modified 2010 Census total male population within levee system less 
than 18 years of age 
Sum_MalePop2010_18To64_Modified 2010 Census total male population within levee system 
between 18 and 64 years of age 
Sum_MalePop2010_Greater Then64_Modified 2010 Census total male population within levee system greater 
than 64 years of age 
Sum_FemalePop2010_Modified 2010 Census total female population within levee system 
Sum_Femalepop2010_LessThen18_Modified 2010 Census total female population within levee system less 
than 18 years of age 
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Sum_FemalePop2010_18to64_Modified 2010 Census total female population within levee system 
between 18 and 64 years of age 
Sum_FemalePop2010_GreaterThen64_Modified 2010 Census total female population within levee system 
greater than 64 years of age 
Sum_Population2010_LessThen18_Modified 2010 Census total population within levee system less than 18 
years of age 
Sum_Population2010_18To64_Modified 2010 Census total population within levee system between 18 
and 64 years of age 
Sum_Population2010_GreaterThen64_Modified 2010 Census total population within levee system greater than 
64 years of age 
Sum_WhitePopulation_2010_Modified 2010 Census total white population within levee system 
Sum_BlackPopulation_2010_Modified 2010 Census total black population within levee system 
Sum_AmericanIndian_and_AlaskaNative 2010 Census total American Indian and Alaska Native  
       _2010_Modified population within levee system 
Sum_AsianPopulation_2010_Modified 2010 Census total Asian population within levee system 
Sum_NativeHawaiian_and_OtherPacificIslander 2010 Census total Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander 
        _2010_Modified population within levee system 
Sum_SomeOtherRace_2010_Modified 2010 Census total population identifying as some other race 
within levee system 
Sum_TwoOrMoreRaces_2010_Modified 2010 Census total population identifying as two or more races 
within levee system 
Sum_Households_2010_Modified 2010 Census total households within levee system 
Sum_TotalPop2000Modified 2000 Census total population within levee system 
Sum_Households2000Modified 2000 Census total households within levee system 
Sum_MaleLess16_2000Modified 2000 Census total male population within levee system less 
than 16 years of age 
Sum_Male16-65_2000Modified 2000 Census total male population within levee system 
between 16 and 65 years of age 
Sum_MaleOver65_2000Modified 2000 Census total male population within levee system greater 
than 65 years of age 
Sum_FemaleLess16_2000Modified 2000 Census total female population within levee system less 
than 16 years of age 
Sum_Female16To65_2000Modified 2000 Census total female population within levee system 
between 16 and 65 years of age 
Sum_FemaleOver65_2000Modified 2000 Census total female population within levee system 
greater than 65 years of age 
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Sum_PopAgeLess16_2000Modified 2000 Census total population within levee system less than 16 
years of age 
Sum_PopAge16To65_2000Modified 2000 Census total population within levee system between 16 
and 65 years of age 
Sum_PopAgeOver65_2000Modified 2000 Census total population within levee system greater than 
65 years of age 
Sum_MalePopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total male population within levee system 
Sum_FemalePopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total female population within levee system 
Sum_WhitePopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total white population within levee system 
Sum_BlackPopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total black population within levee system 
Sum_NativeAmerican_2000Modified 2000 Census total Native American population within levee 
system 
Sum_AsianPopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total Asian population within levee system 
Sum_HispanicPopulation_2000Modified 2000 Census total Hispanic population within levee system 
Full ReplaceExposure_2012USD Hazus measure of the full engineering costs to replace or 
repair buildings within a levee system.  It is independent of the 
expected depth of flooding due to levee overtopping.  This is 
not the appraised value or market value, nor does it include the 
land value. 
FullBuildingLoss_2012USD Hazus measure of the projected damages directly attributable 
to levee overtopping within the levee system in 2012 USD.  It 
is a measure of the full engineering costs to repair only the 





Appendix C: Leveed Area Depth Grids 
 
Illinois River Levee Systems: Leveed Area Depth Grid Index Map 
 
FC System Levee Name 
5105500001 Banner Special L&DD Depth Grid 
5105530001 Coal Creek D&LD Depth Grid 
5105540001 Crane Creek D&LD Depth Grid 
5105560001 East Liverpool D&LD Depth Grid 
5105570001 East Peoria D&LD and East Peoria San. Dist. Depth Grid 
5105590100 Clear Lake Special Hager Slough Depth Grid 
5105590210 Zempel Mutual Drainage District Depth Grid 
5105590310 Greater Peoria Sanitary District Depth Grid 
5105590370 Globe D&LD North/South Depth Grid 
5105590410 Thompson D&LD Depth Grid 
5105640001 Lacey, Langellier, W. Matanzas, Kerton Valley Depth Grid 
5105660001 Sid Simpson Flood Control System Depth Grid 
5105830001 Ottawa Township High School Levee Depth Grid 
5105840001 Pekin and La Marsh D&LD Depth Grid 
5105860001 Seahorn D&LD Depth Grid 
5105880001 Spring Lake D & LD Depth Grid 
5105900001 Liverpool D&LD and Village of Liverpool Depth Grid 
5105950074 Hennepin Drainage and Levee District Depth Grid 
5605010001 Big Swan D&LD Depth Grid 
5605140001 Eldred D&LD Depth Grid 
5605200001 Hartwell D&LD Depth Grid 
5605210001 Hillview D&LD Depth Grid 
5605240001 Keach D&LD Depth Grid 
5605250001 Little Creek Depth Grid 
5605270001 Mauvaise Terre D&LD Depth Grid 
5605280001 McGee Creek Depth Grid 
5605290001 Meredosia, Mud, Indian, New Panky System Depth Grid 
5605340001 Nutwood D&LD Depth Grid 
5605390001 Scott County Depth Grid 
5605400001 Spankey D&LD Depth Grid 
5605440001 Valley City D&LD Depth Grid 
5605460001 Willow Creek South / Coon Run NW Depth Grid 
5605700001 Bluffdale Farms Depth Grid 
5605720001 Robertson Mutual Levee Depth Grid 



































































Illinois River Levee Systems
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
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EAST PEORIA D&LD AND EASTPEORIA SAN. DIST. 5105570001
GREATER PEORIA SANITARYDISTRICT 5105590310
PEKIN AND LA MARSHD&LD 5105840001
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Canton BANNER SPECIALL&DD 5105500001
SPRING LAKE D &LD 5105880001
LIVERPOOL D&LD AND VILLAGEOF LIVERPOOL 5105900001
EAST LIVERPOOLD&LD 5105560001
THOMPSON DRAINAGE & LEVEEDISTRICT 5105590410GLOBE DRAINAGE & LEVEE DISTRICTNORTH/SOUTH 5105590370
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SEAHORN D&LD5105860001
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CLEAR LAKE SPECIALHAGER SLOUGH 5105590100
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SID SIMPSON FLOOD CONTROLSYSTEM 5105660001
LITTLE CREEK5605250001
MCGEE CREEK5605280001
MEREDOSIA, MUD, INDIAN, NEWPANKY SYSTEM 5605290001
WILLOW CREEK SOUTH /COON RUN NW 5605460001
VALLEY CITYD&LD 5605440001
ROBERTSON MUTUAL LEVEE 5605720001
MAUVAISE TERRED&LD 5605270001
SCOTT COUNTY5605390001
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System = 51055000011.006% Annual Chance
















































































































































































































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:15,6001 in = 1,300 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                           BANNER SPECIAL L&DD
5105500001

















































































































































System = 51055400011.865% Annual Chance
System = 5105660001<0.2% Annual Chance










































































































Station = 90.21% = 451.1'
Station = 89.71% = 451'
Station = 85.5
1% = 450.3'
Station = 89.21% = 450.9'
















































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:10,8001 in = 900 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                              COAL CREEK D&LD
5105530001





























































































































































































System = 51055400011.865% Annual Chance
System = 5105660001<0.2% Annual Chance


























































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:9,6001 in = 800 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
       CRANE CREEK DRAINAGE & LEVEE DISTRICT
5105540001




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51059000011.161% Annual Chance








































Station = 130.41% = 453.4'
Station = 129.91% = 453.4'
Station = 129.411% = 453.4'
Station = 129.41% = 453.4'









































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:8,4001 in = 700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line
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Map Panel Extent
E
                          EAST LIVERPOOL D&LD
5105560001
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Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:4,8001 in = 400 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
     EAST PEORIA D&LD AND EAST PEORIA SAN. DIST.
5105570001
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51055901003.622% Annual Chance

























































































































































































































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:20,4001 in = 1,700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line
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Station = 120.751% = 452.9'
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Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:4,8001 in = 400 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line
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               ZEMPEL MUTUAL DRAINAGE DISTRICT
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System = 51055903100.977% Annual Chance
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Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:1,2001 in = 100 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
               GREATER PEORIA SANITARY DISTRICT
5105590310















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51055904105.462% Annual Chance










Station = 124.41% = 453.2'
Station = 123.91% = 453.2'
Station = 121.41% = 452.9'
Station = 123.41% = 453.1'
Station = 122.91% = 453.1'
Station = 122.41% = 453'






























Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:6,0001 in = 500 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
 GLOBE DRAINAGE & LEVEE DISTRICT NORTH/SOUTH
5105590370
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51059000011.161% Annual Chance
System = 51055904105.462% Annual Chance






































Station = 120.921% = 452.9'
Station = 123.91% = 453.2'
Station = 124.41% = 453.2'
Station = 121.41% = 452.9'
Station = 121.91% = 453'
Station = 125.4
1% = 453.2'
Station = 122.41% = 453'
Station = 123.41% = 453.1'
Station = 124.9
1% = 453.2'






































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:12,0001 in = 1,000 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
          THOMPSON DRAINAGE & LEVEE DISTRICT
5105590410



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51058600011.613% Annual Chance




















































Station = 1201% = 452.8'
Station = 120.41% = 452.9'
Station = 119.561% = 452.8'
Station = 119.4














Station = 116.11% = 452.4'
Station = 114
1% = 452.2'
Station = 114.61% = 452.3'
Station = 115.61% = 452.4'



















































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:13,2001 in = 1,100 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
LACEY, LANGELLIER, W. MATANZAS, KERTON VALLEY
5105640001
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51055901003.622% Annual Chance
System = 51055400011.865% Annual Chance
System = 5105660001<0.2% Annual Chance
System = 51055300010.216% Annual Chance
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Station = 78.51% = 448.8'



















Station = 82.11% = 449.6'
Station = 89.71% = 451'
Station = 82.61% = 449.7'
Station = 89.21% = 450.9'

















Station = 791% = 448.9'
Station = 86.5
1% = 450.5'
Station = 79.31% = 449'
Station = 86
1% = 450.4'
Station = 79.51% = 449'





































































































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:20,4001 in = 1,700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
              SID SIMPSON FLOOD CONTROL SYSTEM
5105660001

















































































































































































































































































































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:1,2001 in = 100 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
          OTTAWA TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL LEVEE
5105830001






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Station = 155.61% = 457.7'
Station = 149.3
1% = 456.5'
Station = 155.11% = 457.7'
Station = 154.61% = 457.7'
Station = 154.11% = 457.6'
Station = 149.6
1% = 456.6'
Station = 153.31% = 457.4'































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:8,4001 in = 700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                       PEKIN AND LA MARSH D&LD
5105840001





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51058600011.613% Annual Chance

















Station = 115.61% = 452.4'
Station = 115.11% = 452.3'
Station = 111.7
1% = 452'
Station = 114.61% = 452.3'








































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:6,0001 in = 500 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                  SEAHORN D&LD
5105860001























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51055000011.006% Annual Chance










































































































































































































































































Station = 137.71% = 453.9'
Station = 138.21% = 454'
Station = 147.2
1% = 456'
































































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:21,6001 in = 1,800 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                            SPRING LAKE D & LD
5105880001






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 51059000011.161% Annual Chance
System = 51055600010.624% Annual Chance

































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:8,4001 in = 700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
     LIVERPOOL D&LD AND VILLAGE OF LIVERPOOL
5105900001















































































































































































































































Station = 2061% = 461.5'




















































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:8,4001 in = 700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
         HENNEPIN DRAINAGE AND LEVEE DISTRICT
5105950074





















































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56053900015.335% Annual Chance
System = 56050100013.784% Annual Chance






























Station = 57.431% = 444.4'
Station = 571% = 444.3'
Station = 51.61% = 443.3'
Station = 51.31% = 443.2'





Station = 50.31% = 443'




Station = 50.81% = 443.1'
Station = 53.61% = 443.6'
Station = 561% = 444.1'
Station = 55.971% = 444.1'
Station = 55.11% = 443.9'
Station = 54.61% = 443.8'
Station = 54.11% = 443.7'
Station = 55.961% = 444.1'
Station = 55.91% = 444.1'


























































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:14,4001 in = 1,200 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                 BIG SWAN D&LD
5605010001
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052400012.079% Annual Chance
System = 56057000012.507% Annual Chance
System = 56057300012.362% Annual Chance
System = 56051400012.078% Annual Chance
System = 56054000012.078% Annual Chance
















































Station = 30.81% = 440.6'
Station = 30.51% = 440.6'
Station = 31.31% = 440.7'
Station = 30.21% = 440.6'
Station = 24.71% = 440.1'
Station = 24.261% = 440'
Station = 25.11% = 440.1'
Station = 25.511% = 440.1'
Station = 29.451% = 440.5'
Station = 29.831% = 440.5'
Station = 25.881% = 440.2'
Station = 26.21% = 440.2'
Station = 31.71% = 440.7'
Station = 26.71% = 440.3'
Station = 27.21% = 440.3'
Station = 28.11% = 440.4'
Station = 27.71% = 440.3'
Station = 28.51% = 440.4'

































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:18,0001 in = 1,500 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                  ELDRED D&LD
5605140001
































































































































































































































System = 56052100013.03% Annual Chance
System = 56052000011.49% Annual Chance






















Station = 43.31% = 441.6'
Station = 43.21% = 441.6' Station = 43.191% = 441.6'
Station = 43.171% = 441.6'
Station = 41.41% = 441.5'
Station = 41.81% = 441.5'
Station = 42.31% = 441.5'
Station = 40.81% = 441.5'
Station = 43.041% = 441.6'
Station = 40.41% = 441.5'
Station = 39.851% = 441.4'
Station = 39.661% = 441.4'
Station = 40.041% = 441.4'
Station = 39.51% = 441.4'
Station = 38.21% = 441.3'
Station = 39.31% = 441.4'
Station = 38.91% = 441.3'
Station = 42.71% = 441.6'
Station = 38.71% = 441.3'
Station = 37.751% = 441.2'






































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:12,0001 in = 1,000 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                HARTWELL D&LD
5605200001






























































































































































System = 56052100013.03% Annual Chance


























Station = 49.71% = 442.9'
Station = 50.051% = 443'
Station = 49.291% = 442.8'
Station = 491% = 442.8'
Station = 48.751% = 442.7'
Station = 47.81% = 442.6'
Station = 43.171% = 441.6'
Station = 47.61% = 442.5'
Station = 43.191% = 441.6'
Station = 42.71% = 441.6'
Station = 43.21% = 441.6'
Station = 43.51% = 441.7'
Station = 43.041% = 441.6'
Station = 48.31% = 442.7'
Station = 43.31% = 441.6'
Station = 47.31% = 442.5'
Station = 44.51% = 441.8'
Station = 441% = 441.7'
Station = 451% = 441.9'
Station = 46.81% = 442.4'
Station = 45.41% = 442'
Station = 45.91% = 442.1'
Station = 46.31% = 442.2'


























































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:14,4001 in = 1,200 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                  HILLVIEW D&LD
5605210001




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052000011.49% Annual Chance
System = 56052400012.079% Annual Chance















Station = 37.751% = 441.2'
Station = 33.11% = 440.8'
Station = 37.51% = 441.2'
Station = 33.51% = 440.8'
Station = 37.11% = 441.2'
Station = 36.61% = 441.1'
Station = 34.71% = 441'
Station = 36.31% = 441.1'
Station = 36.11% = 441.1'
Station = 35.71% = 441'










































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:10,8001 in = 900 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                    KEACH D&LD
5605240001

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052500016.032% Annual Chance
System = 56052800011.989% Annual Chance










Station = 791% = 448.9'
Station = 78.51% = 448.8'
Station = 781% = 448.7'
Station = 77.51% = 448.7'
Station = 751% = 448.2'
Station = 771% = 448.6'
Station = 76.51% = 448.5'
Station = 761% = 448.4'


































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:7,2001 in = 600 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                  LITTLE CREEK
5605250001
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052800011.989% Annual Chance
System = 56054600010.707% Annual Chance
System = 56054400012.691% Annual Chance
System = 56057200014.291% Annual Chance
System = 56052700011.588% Annual Chance

































Station = 67.81% = 446.8'
Station = 63.31% = 445.7'
Station = 62.81% = 445.6'
Station = 631% = 445.6'
Station = 63.51% = 445.7'
Station = 641% = 445.9'
Station = 64.51% = 446'
Station = 651% = 446.1'
Station = 66.61% = 446.5'
Station = 66.611% = 446.5'
Station = 671% = 446.6'
Station = 67.21% = 446.6'
Station = 661% = 446.3'

























































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:9,6001 in = 800 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                           MAUVAISE TERRE D&LD
5605270001





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052500016.032% Annual Chance
System = 56052800011.989% Annual Chance
System = 56052900016.103% Annual Chance































































































Station = 761% = 448.4'
Station = 671% = 446.6'
Station = 67.21% = 446.6'
Station = 75.51% = 448.3'
Station = 751% = 448.2'
Station = 74.71% = 448.2'
Station = 74.21% = 448.1'
Station = 69.71% = 447.2'
Station = 73.71% = 448'
Station = 69.21% = 447.1'
Station = 73.21% = 447.9'
Station = 73.11% = 447.9'
Station = 68.71% = 447'
Station = 72.81% = 447.8' Station = 72.
7
1% = 447.8'
Station = 68.21% = 446.9'





Station = 71.441% = 447.6'
Station = 71.321% = 447.6' Station = 71.311% = 447.6'Station = 71.241% = 447.6'
Station = 67.81% = 446.8'
Station = 711% = 447.5'
Station = 70.81% = 447.5'
Station = 70.61% = 447.5'
Station = 70.21% = 447.4'







































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:15,6001 in = 1,300 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                 MCGEE CREEK
5605280001


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 5105660001<0.2% Annual Chance
System = 56052500016.032% Annual Chance
System = 56052900016.103% Annual Chance































































Station = 72.41% = 447.8'
Station = 72.71% = 447.8'
Station = 72.81% = 447.8'
Station = 73.11% = 447.9'
Station = 79.51% = 449'
Station = 73.21% = 447.9'
Station = 79.31% = 449'
Station = 791% = 448.9'
Station = 73.71% = 448'
Station = 74.21% = 448.1'
Station = 78.51% = 448.8'
Station = 74.71% = 448.2'
Station = 751% = 448.2'
Station = 75.51% = 448.3'
Station = 761% = 448.4'
Station = 781% = 448.7'
Station = 76.51% = 448.5'
Station = 77.51% = 448.7'











































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:13,2001 in = 1,100 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
    MEREDOSIA, MUD, INDIAN, NEW PANKY SYSTEM
5605290001
































































































































































































































































System = 56051400012.078% Annual Chance
System = 56054000012.078% Annual Chance
















































































PL EA S ANTSCHOOLRD
Station = 15.171% = 439.5'
Station = 24.261% = 440'
Station = 15.541% = 439.6'
Station = 23.51% = 440'
Station = 16.311% = 439.6'





Station = 21.181% = 439.9'
Station = 15.91% = 439.6'
Station = 21.521% = 439.9'
Station = 21.541% = 439.9'
Station = 21.671% = 439.9'
Station = 23.21% = 439.9'
Station = 17.31% = 439.7'
Station = 211% = 439.9'
Station = 20.51% = 439.8'
Station = 16.71% = 439.6'
Station = 17.961% = 439.7'
Station = 22.61% = 440'





Station = 17.71% = 439.7'




































































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:16,8001 in = 1,400 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                NUTWOOD D&LD
5605340001































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56054400012.691% Annual Chance
System = 56057200014.291% Annual Chance
System = 56052700011.588% Annual Chance
System = 56053900015.335% Annual Chance
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Station = 56.51% = 444.2'
Station = 63.51% = 445.7'
Station = 571% = 444.3'
Station = 57.431% = 444.4'
Station = 58.91% = 444.7'
Station = 59.11% = 444.7'





Station = 59.61% = 444.8'
Station = 63.31% = 445.7'
Station = 581% = 444.5
'




Station = 611% = 445.1'
Station = 62.31% = 445.4'
Station = 62.81% = 445.6'
Station = 631% = 445.6'
Station = 61.31% = 445.2'
Station = 61.41% = 445.2'
Station = 61.421% = 445.2'











































































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:12,0001 in = 1,000 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                 SCOTT COUNTY
5605390001





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56051400012.078% Annual Chance
System = 56054000012.078% Annual Chance




Station = 25.881% = 440.2'
Station = 25.511% = 440.1'
Station = 25.11% = 440.1'
Station = 24.71% = 440.1'

























Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:4,8001 in = 400 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
All Elevations are in NAVD 88 vertical datum
NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
Map Legend
S Inundation Depths (in Feet)
D Top of Levee Survey Point
Water Line




























Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping ProgramIllinois State Water Survey | Prairie Research Institute | University of Illinois at Urbana ChampaignFor more information see report, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk"
Map Panel Extent
E
                                  SPANKEY D&LD
5605400001




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































System = 56052800011.989% Annual Chance
System = 56054400012.691% Annual Chance
System = 56057200014.291% Annual Chance
System = 56052700011.588% Annual Chance













Station = 62.81% = 445.6'
Station = 67.21% = 446.6'
Station = 631% = 445.6'
Station = 63.31% = 445.7'
Station = 671% = 446.6'
Station = 66.611% = 446.5'Station = 66.61% = 446.5'
Station = 63.51% = 445.7'
Station = 661% = 446.3'
Station = 64.51% = 446'
Station = 641% = 445.9'
Station = 651% = 446.1'

















































Levee System Depth Grid
Date: 3/20/2014
1:8,4001 in = 700 ft
Coordinate System: NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15NProjection: Transverse MercatorDatum: North American 1983False Easting: 500,000.0000False Northing: 0.0000Central Meridian: -93.0000Scale Factor: 0.9996Latitude Of Origin: 0.0000Units: Meter
Metadata:Digital Orthophotography -  2011 Statewide Orthoimagery provided by IDOT
Depth Grid = Illinois State Water Survey, Coordinated Hazard Assessment and Mapping Program
Inundation Depths - Randomly generated points with values derived from Raster based Depth Grids
Top of Levee Survey Point = U.S. Army Corps. of Engineers
Illinois River Cross Sections = Upper Mississippi River Flow Frequency Study
Water Lines = NHD Flowline
Road Names - 2012 IDOT 
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The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
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NOTE TO USER:  This exhibit is from a series of 35 maps referenced in Appendix C of the reporttitled, "Illinois River Levees: Sizing up Their Impact on Flooding and Risk."  For an overview of all 35 levee systems see the map titled, "Illinois River Levee Systems."  
The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
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The technical content of the map is the responsibility of the authors.The user assumes all liability for the interpretation and use of the map.
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